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reading
• THE NUMBER CREW SERIES 

Introduce students to addition, subtraction, place 
value, and shapes with a series that’s sure to 
get them excited about math! Using animation, 
claymation, and live-action footage, each pro-
gram presents a new topic with unique problems 
to solve and helps students make connections 
between concepts. Sing-along songs reinforce 
important ideas, and the lovable characters will 
keep your class interested and entertained while 
learning about fundamental math principles. 
Please visit our website to see the complete list 
of titles in this series.
All programs: 
10 minutes P 2006 DVD

Adding and subtracting number families to  
10: ten thing bowling   #176359
Adding number families to 5: lifeboat practice 
#176428
Addition and subtraction basic facts: math-
ematical seven   #176360
Addition: commutative property: ice dancing 
#176358
Charts and tables: mathematical show 
#176361
Classifying two-dimensional shapes: octa 
doctor  #176362
Collecting and recording numerical data: 
sports day   #176365
Comparing and ordering numbers: the party 
#176371
Counting by 10’s to 100; storm and seasick-
ness 2  #176367
Counting by 2’s: forward and backward: drinks 
for all   #176366
Counting by 5’s: hunting for Bunting  #176363
Counting forward and backward: storm and 
seasickness 1   #176364
Counting objects: welcome meeting   #176368
Counting to 100: forward and backward: paw 
prints on the tiles  #176369
Dividing and combining numbers: clear up 
#176374
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THE SCIENCE of PlANTS SERIES 

Diversity: the spice of life
#176308
19 minutes IJ 2006 DVD
Explore the world of plants. Learn about basic 
plant taxonomy, and see some of the most 
extraordinary species from each classification.

Environmental enclaves
#176310
18 minutes IJ 2006 DVD
Plants must adapt to all living and nonliving 
components in their ecosystem. Examine the 
ways that plants adapt to the abiotic and biotic 
factors in their environments, and take a look 
at the flow of energy within an ecosystem.

The life cycle: from seed to shining seed
#176309
15 minutes IJ 2006 DVD
Take a closer look at seed germination, the 
role meristems play in plant growth, and the 
importance of pollination in the reproductive 
processes.

additional areas
The busy little engine (and his friend pig)
#176913
34 minutes EP 2005 DVD
A little wooden train is pretending to be a real 
train, but he doesn’t know much about what 
real trains do. 

Important people in my community
#176880
17 minutes P 2006 DVD
Two children introduce and explain the jobs of 
several community workers. They discuss what 
a community is and offer examples of different 
types of communities. 
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science
GREATEST AMERICAN TAll TAlES & 
lEGENDS SERIES
From sea to shining sea, the United States is 
a country full of tall tales. Tall tale heroes hail 
from the four corners of the United States and 
are as all-American as apple pie on the Fourth 
of July.
All programs:  
23 minutes PI 2006 DVD

Annie Oakley   #176778
Creating a tall tale   #176773
Davy Crockett  #176771
John Henry   #176770
Johnny Appleseed   #176777
Mose Humphreys   #176772
Old Stormalong   #176774
Paul Bunyan   #176779
Pecos Bill   #176776
Regional tall tales   #176775

Bees buzz & lions roar: las abejas zumban 
y los leones rugen
A world of animals just for you series 
#176909
60 minutes EP 2006 DVD
Contains a collection of short animations and 
stories about animals. Titles include: Animal 
sounds; Animal alphabet; and Seasons: a 
tilted tale. Also includes such poems as Bees 
Buzz; Fish Swim and Bunny Hop.

The honest-to-goodness truth
#176876
14 minutes P 2006 DVD
After her mother catches her telling a lie, 
Libby vows to tell the truth-always. Then she 
discovers that the unvarnished truth can get 
her into more trouble than a lie. She tells one 
friend about a hole in her sock and tattles on 
another friend who hasn’t done her home-
work. Soon no one is talking to her and Libby 
doesn’t understand. Why is everyone so mad 
when all she’s done is tell the truth. Hurt and 
confused, she turns to her Mama who helps 
her understand that there’s a right way and a 
wrong way to tell the truth.
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